League Rules
TEAM
Teams consist of 4 members.  Subs are allowed to replace a team member for a particular week.
The format is individual Gross played using the blue tees flag holes.
Teams split into two pairs and partnered with a pair from the opposing team for that week. Each pair will
record the scores for them and their opponents on separate scorecards.
Each team is drawn to play a different team every week, games teeing off between 6.30-8pm
Team scores will be totalled at the end of each round and the winning team out of the two will receive
4pts on the league table will receive zero points, a draw will result in 2pts being awarded to each team.
A league table will be formulated with the top 4 teams qualifying for semi-finals.
Players must have played two round matches to be eligible for semis & finals
Participants must be a minimum age of 14, exceptions for Vines junior members.
Each missing member shall receive a maximum 8 strokes per hole and will be factored into the teams
score for that particular week.

EQUIPMENT
Participants may use their own or a Vines Resort provided putter and must use a ball provided by the
Vines Resort.
Official scorecards and pencil will also be issued each night.
Footwear must be worn at all times.

ARRIVAL
Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to the start time.
If a member of the team hasn’t arrived by the start, that team member must forfeit their score for that
particular week.

DEPARTURE
At the completion of the round, turn in the official scorecard to the league administrators. At this time,
putters and balls should be returned.

GAME RULES

Each player must start each hole from behind the two black tee markers.
The maximum a player can get on any one hole is a 8. Once a player has taken 8 strokes, they must
pick-up their ball.
If a ball ends up in the garden, place back on the edge of the grassed surface at no penalty.
A ball resting against a rock or timber railway sleeper, can be moved one club head length away at no
penalty.
A ball that enters the water or a bunker can be placed back on the playing surface at the exit point with a
one shot penalty.
Once a player has putted, they must finish the hole. In other words, a player will complete each hole in its
entirety and then the next team member will putt.

